Paradigm shift in geriatric fracture treatment.
The number of geriatric patients is increasing. These patients exhibit specific characteristics, which influence the type of fracture care. Many patients have comorbidities, which make them more vulnerable to surgical procedures. The soft tissue envelope around the fracture often is compromised due to pre-existing diseases such as diabetes, chronic venous insufficiency or peripheral vascular disease. Bone mineral density has decreased, which enhances the risk of implant loosening. The goals of treatment differ from those, which are valid for younger adults. Primary goal is preserving independency of the elderly patient in his activities of daily life. Advantages and drawbacks of surgical procedures have to be balanced with those of conservative treatment. Fractures of the lower extremities will more often need surgical treatment than fractures of the upper extremities. Patient´s autonomy is best obtained by creating high stability in the fracture plane, which enables motion and weight-bearing. Second priority is prevention of general and local post-operative complications by the use of less invasive surgical procedures. Restoring anatomy and optimal function are less important goals. The implants, which are used, are inserted through small incisions, placed deep under the skin and use long anatomic or osseous corridors. Intramedullary devices have important advantages. This paradigm shift takes the special challenges and requirements of geriatric patients into account.